ANC 3F Streets and Sidewalks Committee
July 2018 Progress Report to ANC 3F Commissioners
Streets and Sidewalks Survey Results and Follow-up with DDOT
In late 2017 the Committee entered approximately 250 items in the DC 311 system as a result
of its comprehensive survey conducted in mid-2017. Of those 250 items, about 160 are
currently listed as “open” in the DC 311 system. Many sidewalk repair requests appear to have
been made, and several pothole requests have been addressed. The Committee has requested
a periodic report from DDOT on submitted 311 items that could be sorted by various criteria (by
type and by location, for example) to facilitate easier follow-up on requests. We have been
awaiting a response from DDOT for several months.
As the chart below illustrates, 68 survey items were not submitted because they were
duplicates of other requests. In addition, 40 reported items in the “new infrastructure”
category involve requests for new sidewalks. Those requests cannot be processed directly
through the DC 311 system, and the Committee is considering how to address them.
Recent Meetings/Actions
Total reported survey issues
362 100%
The Committee met in February,
March, and May 2018, but
(@ 250 submitted to DC 311, as noted below)
cancelled its planned July meeting. Maintenance and Repair (total)
254
70%
In March the Committee approved
Sidewalk Repair (125 submitted, 12 duplicates)
137
38%
a resolution to request a DDOT
study of Connecticut Avenue
Roadway Repair (78 submitted, 37 duplicates)
115
32%
traffic issues (including the
Alley Repair (2 submitted)
2
<1%
reversible lanes). ANC 3F adopted
Other Issues (total)
108
30%
a resolution at its March meeting
requesting “a Comprehensive
Traffic and Use (5 submitted, 7 duplicates)
12
3%
Study of Connecticut Avenue
New Infrastructure (7 submitted, 40 not
Traffic Patterns and Potential
submitted new sidewalk requests)
47
13%
Changes.” (ANC 3C has recently
adopted a similar resolution on
Signage (33 submitted, 3 duplicates)
36
10%
this issue). At its recent meetings
Various topics (4 submitted, 9 duplicates)
13
4%
the Committee also discussed
traffic enforcement and pedestrian safety issues at several Connecticut Avenue intersections.
The Committee has established three working subcommittees:
1) 311 survey items (follow-up with DDOT);
2) Connecticut Avenue study proposal follow-up; and
3) Safety and enforcement issues.
Summary
The Committee will continue to: 1) monitor progress on open DC 311 items; 3) monitor the
potential Connecticut Avenue study proposal; and 3) follow-up on traffic enforcement and
pedestrian safety issues. The Committee’s next meeting will be September 12 at 7 pm.

